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First and Second Covering Problems 
of Quasi Stochastic Systems* 
EUGENE S. SANTOS 
Department of Mathematics, Youngstown State University, Youngstown, Ohio 44503 
The concept of quasi stochastic systems, which is obtained from the concept 
of stochastic sequential machines by relaxing the positiveness condition, is 
introduced in the present paper. Reductions and the first and second covering 
problems of quasi stochastic systems, as well as stochastic sequential machines, 
are investigated. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The first and second covering problems of stochastic sequential machines 
(SSM) have been investigated by Ott (1966) and Paz (1968), respectively. 
In order to obtain more insights to these problems, quasi stochastic systems 
(QSS) are considered in the present paper. Although finite-state systems 
similar to QSS have been introduced by other authors (Carlyle, 1963 and 
Ott, 1966), they have never been studied systematically. 
The concept of QSS is a generalization f the concept of SSM obtained by 
relaxing the positiveness condition of SSM. Thus, in general, QSS may 
involve "negative probabilities." For this reason, the author is not aware of 
any physical system which will behave in a manner specified by an arbitrary 
QSS. Nevertheless, the theory of QSS is nontrivial and interesting. Moreover, 
a thorough investigation ofQSS will undoubtedly enhance our understanding 
of SSM. Indeed, the present study not only provides insights, but also 
provides solutions to certain open problems in the theory of SSM--in 
particular, the first and second covering problems. 
The main content of the present paper is divided into three sections. The 
first introduces the basic concepts and notations. It is seen from this section 
that reduction of QSS can be effected in much the same way as SSM. This is 
apparent from the fact that positiveness does not play an essential role in 
* Works reported herein are supported inparts by the University Research Council 
of Youngstown State University. 
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this respect, The next section deals with the first covering problem. A full and 
effective solution is provided for QSS. Specializing the results to SSM, one 
obtains a complete synthesis procedure which supplements hat given by 
Ott (1966). The last section deals with the second covering problem. A few 
interesting results are obtained. 
A novel feature of the present paper is the use of generalized inverses of 
matrices (Penrose, 1955). It turns out that this is a very useful tool in dealing 
with QSS and SSM. 
I I .  BASIC CONCEPTS AND NOTATIONS 
The main objective of the present section is to introduce the basic concepts 
and notations which will be needed in later discussions. Most of the concepts, 
though new, may be obtained immediately by relaxing the condition of 
positiveness in the corresponding concepts of SSM. The results tated in this 
section are mostly well-known for SSM. Their proofs are being omitted since 
they are similar to the conventional ones. 
DEFINITION. A quasi stochastic system (QSS) may be specified through 
a quadruple (U, S, V, p) where U, S, V are finite nonempty sets and p is a 
real function with domain S × U X V × S satisfying the condition 
~ p(s ,u ,v , s ' )=  l 
v~V S'~H" 
for all s E S and u ~ U. If the range of p is a subset of [0, 1], then we have a 
stochastic sequential machine (SSM). 
The sets U and V are, respectively, the input and output alphabets. The 
set S is the set of internal states and p the transition function. 
Finite sequences of elements from U(V)  will be called input (output) tapes. 
The collection of all input (output) tapes will be denoted by U*(V*).  For 
completeness ake, we shall assume that both U* and V* contain the empty 
tape e with the property xe = x = ex for all tape x. The length of a tape x 
will be denoted by lg(x). By definition, Ig(e) = 0. Moreover, 
(U  X V)*  = {(x, y) : x e U*, y ~ V*, lg(x) = lg(y)}. 
In what follows, the symbol M, with or without subscripts, will be reserved 
for QSS. All QSS will be assumed to have the same U and V sets. Thus, 
a QSS will be represented by (S, p) with U and V being suppressed. Moreover, 
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the set (U × V)* will be ordered in such a way that lg(x~) < Ig(x2) implies 
(xl ,Yl) < (x~ ,y~). The order of (U X V)* will be kept fixed throughout 
the entire paper and assumed to be the same for all QSS under consideration. 
DEFINITION. The extended transition function p* of M = (S, p) is a real 
function with domain S × (U x V)* × S defined inductively on lg(x), 
x e U*, as follows: 
p*(s', e, e, s") = l~ 
if S It 
if s' v~ s" 
,,x, = Z u, v, x, y, s"). 
8ES 
The output function qU is a real function with domain S × (U × V)* defined 
as follows: 
M s q ( ,  x,y) = Z p*(s, x,y,  s'). 
8t~S 
The superscript M is used for identifying the specific QSS. For ease of 
notation, we shall assume that S = {s a , s~ ,..., s~}. Moreover, 
1. pU(x, y) will denote the matrix whose (i,j)-th entry is p*(s,, x, y, sj), 
2. QM(x, y) will denote the column matrix whose i-th row is qM(s,, X, y), 
and 
3. E will denote a column matrix of appropriate order whose entries are 
all 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For every (xl,Yl), (x2, Y2) ~ (U × V)*, 
(a) pU(xlx~ , YlY2) =- pM(xl , Yl) × pM(x2 , Y~), 
(b) QM(xlxz ,YlY2) = PM(x~ ,Yx) X QM(x2 ,y~) = pM(XlXg ,y~y2)E. 
Notation. (1) A M will denote the semiinfinite matrix whose columns 
are QM(x, y) arranged in the order of (U × V)*. 
(2) Am u will denote the submatrix of A M consisting of those columns 
of A M corresponding to QM(x, y) with lg(x) ~< m. 
(3) BM(Bm M) will denote the matrix obtained from AM(A~ M) by 
omitting those columns of AM(A~ u) which are linear combinations of 
previous columns. 
Notation. Let S be an arbitrary set, then I S [ will denote the cardinality 
of S. In addition, if M = (S, p), then ] M ] = ] S [. 
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THEOREM 2.2. B M M : B IM_ l l .  
COROLLARY. B i can be effectively constructed f rom M.  
DEFINITION. A state distribution (sd) of M = (S, p) is a real function 
with domain S. 
Notation. I f  h is a sd of M, then the same symbol h will also be used to 
denote the row matrix whose i-th term is h(si). 
DEFINITION. An initialized quasi stochastic system (IQSS) is an ordered 
pair (M, h) where M is a QSS and h is a sd of M. 
DEFINITION. Let I = (M, h) be an IQSS. The response function # of I 
is a real function with domain (U × V)* defined as follows: 
#(x,  y)  : ~ h(s) qi(s,  x, y). 
s~S 
DEFINITION. Let 11 and 12 be IQSS. I 1 ~-~ 12 iff #1 = #2. 
DEFINITION. Let h 1 and hz be sd of M. h 1 m hs iff (M, hi) ~-~ (M, hs). 
THEOREM 2.3. h 1 ~ h s iff  hi BM = hsB M. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let hi and h s be sd of M and l i  - -  (M, hi), i=  1,2. I f  
rh (x ,y )  = rh (x ,y )  for all (x ,y )~(U × V)*  such that lg(x) < IMI ,  then 
M 
h I ~ h s . 
COROLLARY. The relation h I m~ h2 is decidable. 
DEFINITION. Let M 1 = ($1, Pl) and Ms = (Ss,  Ps). Define M 1 u M s = 
(S, p) where S ={sl ,sz , . . . ,Sn} , n = n l + n~ , n x = I M~ [, n 2 = [M 2] and 
Ip~(si, u, v, sj) if 1 ~ i , j~<n 1 
p(S i ,U  , V, S j ) :  ! ~p2(Si_nl, U, gJ, Sj_nl ) if n I < i, j ~< nu 
(o otherwise 
i.e.~ 
o I pM~(u, v) 
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It  is easy to verify that i~/i U M 2 is a QSS. Moreover, 
\ AM~ / 
For ease of identification, we shall write 
BMiuM~ . . . . . . . . .  . 
THEOREM 2.5. Let ] 1 = (M l ,h l )  and I 2 = (M2,h2) be IQSS. I f  
rh(x, y) = rl,(x, y)for all (x, y) ~ (U × V)* such that lg(x) < l M1 [ Jr- ] M~ l, 
then 11 ~ 12 . 
COROLLARY. The relation I 1 ~-~ I~ is decidable. 
DEFINITION. Let W = {wl ,  w 2 ,..., win} be a subset of a real vector space. 
An expression of the form 
~wl + %w2 + "'" + ~mWm, (1.1) 
where the ai's are real numbers  is a linear combination of W. If  
~ i  : 1, 
i 
then (1.1) is an affine combinat ion of W. If, in addition, the c~i's are non-  
negative, then (1,1) is a convex combinat ion of W. 
DEFINITION. Let h be a sd of M : (S,_p). 
1. h is affine or a 1-sd of Mi f fhE  : 1 ,  
2. h is convex or a 2-sd of M iff h is affine and h(s) >/0  for all s ~ S, 
3. h is deterministic or a 3-sd of M iff h is affine and h(s) = 0 or 1 
for all s a S. 
For convenience sake, an arbitrary sd of M will also be called a 0-sd of M.  
DEFINITION. Let i , j  : O, 1, 2, 3. M is ( i , j ) - irreducible iff for all i-sd h 1 
of M and j -sd h2 of M, h i ~ h a implies h 1 = h 2 . 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. M is (i, j)-irreducible iff M is (j, i)-irreducible. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. I f  M is (i,j)-irreducible, then M is (k, l)-irreducible for 
all k >/ i  and 1 ~ j. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. M is (3, 3)-irreducible iff no two rows orB M are identical. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. M is (3, 2)-irreducible iff no row of B M is a convex 







The following statements are equivalent: 
M is (3, 1)-irreducible; 
No row of B M is an affine combination of other rows of BM; 
No row of B M is a linear combination of other rows of B M. 
Clearly, (a) iff (b). Moreover, (b) iff (c) since the first column of B M 
PROPOSITION 2.11. M is (2, 2)-irreclucible iff the rows of B i are linearly 
independent. 
Proof. If  M is not (2, 2)-irreducible, then there exist 2-sd h 1 and h 2 of M 
such that h 1uh  2 but h 1 @h a . By Theorem 1.3, hlB M~haBM or 
(h 1 - -  ha)  B M ~ O. Thus, the rows of B M are linearly dependent. Conversely, 
suppose the rows of B M are linearly dependent. There exists row matrix 
h v6 0 such that hB M ~ O. Let h i denote the i-th entry of h and c z ~ i  ] hi I. 
Since the first column of B u is E, ~ i  hi ~ 0. Define the row matrices h1 and h 2 
as follows: 
12hi if hi 90  
to otherwise 
17 ha i = h i if h i <~ 0 otherwise 
Clearly h 1 and h a are 2-sd of M and h I - -  h a = h. Thus M is not (2, 2)- 
irreducible. 
PROPOSITION 2.21. M is (0, O)-irreducible iff the rows of B M are linearly 
independent. 
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Combining the results established above, we conclude that there are only 
three distinct types of irreducibility. For future references, they will be 
classified as follows: 
(a) 3-irreducible: (3, 3)-irreducible 
(b) 2-irreducible: (3, 2) or (2, 3)-irreducible 
(c) 1-irreducible: (i,j)-irreducible where i + j  ~ 4. 
Rewriting the above results using the new terminology ields: 
THEOREM 2.13. (a) M is 1-irreducible iff B M is nonsingular. 
(b) M is 2-irreducible iff no row of B u is a convex combination of the other 
rows of B M. 
(c) M is 3-irreducible iff no two rows of B M are identical. 
THEOREM 2.14. All the results given in Theorem 2.13 are valid if B m is 
replaced by A M . 
COROLLARY. Given M,  it is decidable whether or not M is i-irreducible. 
(3, 3) and (3, 2)-irreducible SSM are usually referred to as reduced and 
minimal state SSM in the existing literature (Carlyle, 1963 and Bacon, 1964). 
Notation. Let W be a subset of a real vector space. Lo(W), L I (W ) and 
L2(W ) will denote, respectively, the collection of all linear, affine and convex 
combinations offinite subsets of W. For convenience sake, we letLa(W ) =- W. 
Notation. Let C be a matrix, p(C) will denote the collection of all rows 
of C. 
DEFINITION. Let i , j  = 0, 1, 2, 3 and i /> j .  M 1 and M 2 are (i, j)- 
equivalent iff for every i-sd h 1 of M 1 , there exists a jTsd h~ of M 2 such that 
(M1, hl) ~ (M~, ha) and vice versa. In symbols, M 1 ~',-L J M 2 . 
PROPOSITION 2.15. M 1 ~ M2 iffLi[p(AUl)] C-L~[p(AM~)] andLi[p(AM~)] C_ 
L~Ep(A'O]. 
COROLLARY. M 1 ~ M~ if[ M 1 ~ M 2 . 
PROPOSITION 2.16. M1 o~ M2 iff M1 a/j, Mz .  
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Proof. Follows from Proposition 2.15 and the fact that the first column 
of A M is E. 
By virtue of the above results, it suffices to consider only (1, 1), (2, 2) and 
(3, 3)-equivalences. For. simplicity, we shall write /-equivalence for (i, i)- 
equivalence and ~ for ,~C. Thus, 
THEOREM 2.17. M 1 ~ M S iff Li[p(AM1)] = Li[o(AM*)]. 
COROLLARY. i fm l  i ~-~ 3/12, then M 1 ~ M2for al l j  ~ i. 
DEFINITION. Let C be a matrix over the real number field. Then, 
(a) C is  affine or of type 1 iff CE = E; 
(b) C is stochastic or of type 2 iff C is affine and nonnegative; 
(c) C is deterministic or of type 3 iff C is affine and all its entries are 
either 0 or 1. 
For convenience sake, an arbitrary matrix will also be called a matrix of type 0. 
THEOREM 2.18. M 1 ~ M 2 iff there exist type i matrices C 1 and C~ such that 
C1A M1 = A M2 and A M1 ~ C2 AM2. 
For SSM, only (2, 2) and (3, 3)-equivalences are considered in the existing 
literature. 
DEFINITION. Let i = 1, 2, 3. M is/-minimal iff M is not/-equivalent to 
any QSS with a fewer number of states. M is /+-minimal  iff M is not 
/-equivalent to any SSM with a fewer number of states. 
THEOREM 2.19. M is i-minimal iff M is i-irreducible. 
COROLLARY. Given M, there is an effective procedure for constructing an 
i-minimal QSS which is i-equivalent to M. 
COROLLARY. Let M be a SSM and i = 2, 3. M is i+-minimal iff M is 
i-irreducible. 
COROLLARY. Given S SM M, there is an effective procedure for constructing 
an i+-minimal SSM which is i-equivalent to M where i = 2, 3. 
COROLLARY. I f  M is 1-irreducible, then M is 1 +-minimal. 
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One can easily construct 2+-minimal  SSM which are not 1 +-minimal.  
A few examples can be found in Paz (1968). These examples were used by Paz 
for some other purposes. 
We shall conclude this section with the following theorem which is 
essentially due to Paz (1968). 
THEOREM 2.20. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) A M1 = CAM2; 
(b) CE = E and pUt(u, v) CA Ms = CpM~(u, v) A~4~ for all u ~ U, v ~ V; 
(c) CE = E and PMI(u, v) CB M2 = CPM2(u, v) BM2 for all u E U, v E V. 
Proof. Clearly, (b) iff (c). Thus it suffices to show that (a) iff (b). Let 
d Mt = CA M~. Since the first column of both A M1 and _d M~ is E, therefore 
CE z E. Moreover, 
HMt(u, v) cQM~(x, y) = HUt(u, v) QMt(x, y) = QMl(ux, vy) 
-~- CQMi(ux, vy) = CpM"(u, v)QM~(x, y). 
Hence (b) is true. Conversely, suppose (b) holds. We shall show by induction 
on lg(x) that 9Mr(x, y) = CgM~(x, y) for all (x, y) ~ (U × V)*. For lg(x) = 0, 
this is the condition that CE = E. Suppose QM~(x, y) = CQM2(x, y) for all 
(x,y) ~ (U × V)* where lg(x) -~ k. Then 
QMt(ux, vy) = PMt(u, V) 9Mr(x, y) = PMt(u, V) c~M2(x, y) 
= CpM*(u, v)QM~(x, y) = CQM~(ux, vy). 
Thus -/I Mt :- CA  M~. 
COROLLARY. A M1 = A M2 iff PMI(u, v) B M2 = PM~(u, v) B M2 for all u e U, 
vEV.  
I I I. FIRST COVERING PROBLEMS OF QSS AND SSM 
DEFINITION. Let i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3 and i >/ j .  M 1 is (i, j)-covered by M s or 
M s ( i , j ) -coversM 1 iff for every i-sd h 1 of M 1 , there existsj-sd h i of M s such 
i,J 
that (21//1, hi) (Ms, h2). In symbols, M 1 - -+  M 2 . 
PROPOSITION 3.1. M1 i,,~J M2 iff M 1 2'J-~ M 1 and M s ~2~ ]VII " 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. M1 _i~ M2 iffL~[p(AM1)] C_Lj[p(AM~)]" 
PROPOSITION 3.3. M1 ~L~ M2 i f f  M 1 __Jd_~ M2 " 
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.2. 
0,0 
PROPOSITION 3.4. M 1 - - -+  M 2 iff M 1 .~1,1 _71//2 "
Proof. Follows from Proposition 3.2 and the fact that the first row of A M 
is E. 
By virtue of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4, it suffices to consider only (1, 1), (2, 2), 
and (3, 3)-covering relations. For simplicity, we shall write /-covers for 
(i, /)-covers and --~ for i.i>. Thus, 
THEOREM 3.5. M 1 ~ M 2 iff Li[p(AM1)] C_Li[p(-/IM2)]. 
COROLLARY. i fM1  i -~ M2 , then M 1 _L, Ms for j ~ i. 
Among the covering relations introduced above, only (2, 2)-covers appeared 
in the existing literature (Ott, 1966) in connection with SSM. 
THEOREM 3.6. M1 i_~ M2 iff there exists a matrix C of type i such that 
~tM1 z CAM2. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.5. 
THEOREM 3.7. M1 i_~ Ms iff there exists a matrix C of type i such that for 
every u E U, v ~ V, CpM2(u, v) S M2 = PMI(u, V) CB M2. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.20 and 3.6. 
THEOREM 3.8. M 1 ~ M 2 iff there exists a matrix C of type i such that 
BM~uM~( M1) = CBM,UM2( M~). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.6. 
COROLLARY. The relation M 1 ~ M S is decidable. 
For SSM and i = 2, the above theorems and corollary are well-known and 
are due to Ott (1965). 
Notation. Let C be a finite matrix. C* will denote the generalized inverse 
of C as defined in Penrose (1955), i.e., CC*C = C, C*CC*= C*, 
(CC*) r = CC* and (C 'C)  7 = C*C where C r is the transpose of C. 
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It is well-known (Penrose, 1955) that the generalized inverse of a matrix 
always exists and is unique. 
THEOREM 3.9. M 1 ~--* M 2 iff there exists a matrix C of type i such that 
(a) B ul = CC*B M1 and (b) C[pM2(u, v) -- C*pM~(u, v)C] B u2 = O for every 
u~ U, v~ V. 
Proof. Let M s -~ M 2 . Then, by Theorem 3.6, there exists a matrix C 
of type i such that i M1 = CA M2. Therefore, 
A Mx -~- CA M2 = CC*CA M~ = CC*A ul or B M1 = CC*B ul. 
Moreover, by Theorem 2.20, for every u ~ U, v ~ V, 
C[pM~(u, v) -- C*P~I(u, v) C] B Mz 
= CpM2(u, v) B M2 -- CC*CpM~(u, v) B Mz = O. 
Conversely, let C be a matrix of type i satisfying (a) and (b). Clearly, 
Qml(e, e) = CQM~(e, e). 
Suppose QUl(x,y) = CQU~(x,y) for all (x ,y )~ (U × V)* where lg(x) ~< k. 
Then 
QUl(ux, vy) = CC*QMI(ux, vy) = Cc*pMI(u, v)QMI(x, y) 
= cc*eMl(u, v) CQM,(x, y) = CPMo(u, ~) QM,(x, y) = CgM~(ux, ~y). 
Thus, by induction, QUl(x, y) = CQM~(x, y)  for all (x, y) ~ (U × V)*. Hence 
i MI~M2. 
DEFINITION. M is /-minimal iff M is not/-covered by any QSS with a 
fewer number of states. M i s /+-min imal  iff M is not/-covered by any SSM 
with a fewer number of states. 
THEOREM 3.10. M is 3-minimal iff M is 3-irreducible. 
Proof. Suppose M is not 3-minimal. There exists QSS M'  such that 
3 t ~-> I M ' I  <[MI  and M---~ ]V1. By Theorem 3.5, p(A M) C_p(AM'). Thus, by 
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Theorem 2.13, M is not 3-irreducible. The converse follows from 
Theorems 2.19 and 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.11. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) M is 1-irreducible; 
(b) M is 1-minimal; 
(c) M is 2-minimal. 
-o 
Proof. Suppose M is not 1-minimal. Then there exists QSS M'  such that 
1 M '  [ < ] M ] and M 2_~ M,.~By Theorem 3.4, Lo[p(AM)] C_ Lo[p(AM')]. Thus, 
by Theorems 2.13 and 2.14, M is not 1-irreducible. Hence (a) implies (b). 
(b) implies (c) follows from the corollary of Theorem 3.5. Now, suppose M 
is not 1-irreducible. I fm =rankB M and n= [M] ,  then m <n.  There 
exists an m × m matrix B such that Lo[p(BM)] = Lo[p(B)] and L~[p(BM)]C_ 
L2[p(B)]. Thus B M = C1B and B = C2B M, where C 1 is a stochastic matrix. 
For u • U, v • V, define P(u, v) = C2pM(u, v) C 1 . Let M'  ~- (S', p') where 
t M '  S ={s l , s  2 .... ,s .~}andP (u,v) =P(u ,v )  fo ru•U,v•V.  Weshal l show 
t - 3, t • • that M is a QSS and M ~ M.  Since C 1 as a stochastic matrix and the first 
column of B M is E, therefore the first column of B is also E. Moreover, 
B = C2B M, thus C2E = E. Hence 
Z PM'( u, v) E = ~2 C2PM(u, v) CaE = Z C2PM( u, v) E = C2E = E 
v~V v~V v~V 
or M '  is a QSS. Furthermore, B M= CIB = CIC2 BM. Therefore 
QM(x, y) = C1C2QM(x, y). We shall prove by induction on lg(x), x • U*, that 
QM(x, y) = C1QM'(x, y). For lg(x) = 0, it is trivial. Assume that it is true for 
lg(x) = k, then 
QM(ux, vy) = C1C2QM(ux, vy) = CIC2pM(u, v)QM(x, y) 
= C~C2pM(u, v) C~QM'(x, y) = C1pM'(u, v) QU'(x, y) 
= QQM'(ux, vy). 
2 t Thus A M = C1A M'. By Theorem 3.6, M--~ M.  Hence M is not 2-minimal 
or (c) implies (a). 
COROLLARY. Given M, there is an effective procedure for constructing an 
igminimal QSS which i-covers M. 
THEOREM 3.12. Let M be a SSM. M is 3+-minimal iff M is 3-irreducible. 
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Proof. Similar to Theorem 3.10. 
THEOREM 3.13. I f  M is 1-irreducible, then M is i+-minimal for i = i, 2 
and 3. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 3.11 and 3.12. 
THEOREM 3.14. M1 i_+ Ms and M 2 is a SSM iff there exists a matrix C 
of type i such that 
(a) B us = CC*B M1, and 
(b) for every u e U, v ~ V, there exists matrix C(u, v) such that 
pus(u, v) = C*pMI(u, v)C + C(u, v) >~ 0 and CC(u, v) BM2 = O. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.9. 
The above theorem may be used as a basis for a complete synthesis 
procedure for determining an/+-minimal  SSM which/-covers a given SSM. 
For i = 2, it supplements he results of Ott (1966). 
COROLLARY. I f  there exists no ] M t xm matrix C of type i such that 
m < [ M [ and B M = CC*B M, then M is i+-minimal. 
QSS. M o --+ M iff there THEOREM 3.15. Let i = 1, 2 and M o an i-minimal i . 
exists a matrix C of type i such that CpMo(u, v) ~- pM(u, v)C for all u ~ U, 
v~V.  
Proof. Follows from Theorems 2.13, 3.7 and 3.11. 
• i 
DEFINITION. M C Ri[M0] 1t~ M 0 ~ M and there exists no QSS M 1 such 
that M 1 --~ M o and [ M 1 [ ~ ] M 1. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. I f  M e R,[Mo], then M is i-minimal. 
THEOREM 3.17. Me RI[Mo] i f fM  ~ M o and I M I  = rankB M°. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.11. 
THEOREM 3.18. MeR~[Mo] i f fMo2-3+Mand lMl  = rankB Mo. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.11. 
THEOREM 3.19. MmR3[Mo] iff M ~ M o and M [ = [ p(BMo)[. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.10. 
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Theorems 3.17 to 3.19 combined with Theorems 3.10 and 3.11 give a full 
and effective solution to the first covering problem of QSS. 
IV. SECOND COVERING PROBLEMS OF QSS AND SSM 
DEFINITION. M is /-minimal iff M/-covers no QSS with a fewer number 
e-  
of states. M is /+-minimal iff M/-covers no SSM with a fewer number of 
<__ 
states. 
THEOREM 4.1. M is i-minimal if[ there exists no matrix C such that 
(a) C is a m × ] M [ matrix of type i with m < ] M ], 
(b) ~2,~v CpM( u, v) BM(CBM) * E = E for all u e U, 
(C) CpM(u, v) B M ~- CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) * CB M for all u e U, v ~ V. 
Proof. Suppose C is a matrix satisfying (a)-(c). Let M '  = (S', p') where 
S' z {sl, s 2 ,-.-, sin} and PM'(u, V) = CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) * for all u E U, 
v e V. By condition (b), M '  is a QSS. Moreover, 
PM'(u, V) CB M = CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) * CB M = CpM(u, v) B M. 
--~ M. Hence M is not /-minimal. Thus, by Theorems 2.20 and 3.6, M '  i 
Conversely, suppose M is not/ -minimal .  There exists QSS M'  such that 
m = I M '  ] < ] M ] and M'  --+ M. By Theorem 3.7, CpM(U, V) B M ~- 
PM'(u, v) CB M for all u e U, v e V. Thus, 
CpM(u, v) B M = PM'(u, v) CB M = PM'(u, v) CBM(CBM) * CB M 
= CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) * CB M. 
Moreover, 
[PM'(u, v) -- CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) *] CB M = O. 
Therefore, 
PM'(u, v) = CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) * -t- C(u, v) where C'(u, v) CB M = O. 
This implies ~,~v CpM( u, 7)) BM(CBM) * E = E since C(u, v)E =- O. 
COROLLARY. Let M be 1-irreducible. M is i-minimal iff there exists no 
643[2o/x-3 
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matrix C such that 
(a) C is a m × [ M ] matrix of type i with m < [ M [, 
(b) ~v CPM( u, v)C* E = E for all u E U, and 
(c) CpM(u, v) = CpM(u, v) C 'C  for all u E U, v ~ V, 
THEOREM 4.2. Let i = l, 2 or 3. I f  M is i-minimal then M is l-irreducible. 
Proof. Suppose M is not 1-irreducible and let m = rank B M ~ ] M [. 
By rearranging the states, if necessary, we may assume that the first m rows 
of B M are linearly independent. Denote the first m rows of B M by B 1 and the 
rest by B2, i.e., 
B M ~ _ _ . 
Let C = (%) be a m × ] M ] matrix such that cij = 1 if i = j  and 0 other- 
wise, i.e., C = (I I 0) where I stands for the identity matrix. Clearly CB M = B 1 
which is nonsingular. Thus CPM(u, v) B M = CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) * CB M. 
Moreover, 
BM(CBM) *= - ; -  B1-1= 
Since every row of B2 is an affine combination of rows of B 1 , therefore 
B2B~aE = E. Thus BM(CBM) * E = E. By Theorem 4.1, M is not/-minimal.  
THEOREM 4.3. M is i +-minimal iff there exists no matrix C such that 
(a) C is a m × I M [ matrix of type i with m < [ M [, 
(b) Z~v CpM( u, v) BM(CBM) * E = E for all u e U, 
(c) CpM(u, v) B M = CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) * CB M for all u E U, v e V, 
and 
(d) for every u~ U, v ~ V, there exists matrix C(u, v) 
CpM(u, v) BM(CBM) * + C(u, v) >/0 and C(u, v) CB M = O. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.1. 
such that 
COROLLARY. Let M be 1-irreducible. M is i +-minimal iff there exists no 
matrix C such that 
(a) C is a m × [ M [ matrix of type i with m < ] M I, 
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(b) E~Ev CpM( u, v) C*E = E for all u e U, 
(c) cP.(u,  v) = cP.(u,  v) c ' c  for all u U, v V, 
(d) for every u e U, ve  V, there exists matrix C(u, v) such that 
CpM(u, v) C* + C(u, v) >/0 and C(u, v)C =- O. 
Notation. W n will denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space whose 
elements are represented by column matrices. 
DEFINITION. A subspace Wo n of W ~ is invariant under a QSS M where 
[ M [ = n iff W n is invariant under all matrices [pM(U, V)] r, U G U, v ~ V 
where the superscript T means transpose of a matrix. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let M be a 1-irreducible QSS and 0 < k < n = I M I. 
There exists a QSS M'  such that [ M '  [ = k and M'  1_~ M iff there exists a 
k-dimensional subspace of W ~ which is invariant under M. 
1 
Proof. Let M '  be a QSS such that I M '  [ = k and M'  ~ M. There exists a 
k × [ M [ affine matrix C satisfying conditions (b) and (e) of the corollary of 
Theorem 4.1. It is well-known that C = C1JC2 for some nonsingular 
matrices C 1 and C~, and J is a matrix of the form 
/ 0] 
-o-?o-/ 
Here, I denotes the identity matrix and in this case, the order o f /=  rank C. 
Thus, condition (c) of the corollary of Theorem 4.1 can be rewritten as 
JC2pM(u, v) Cg 1 = JC2P~(u, v) cg : J * J  (4.1) 
where J* denotes the generalized inverse of J. This implies that for all u G U, 
vG V, 
l (4.2) = - - [  - -  , 
C2PM(u, V) C; 1 P2(u, 79) [ Pa(u, V) 
where Pl(U, v) is a square matrix of order k. Hence W n has a k-dimensional 
subspace which is invariant under all matrices [pM(U, v)] r, u e U, v a V. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a k-dimensional subspace of W n which is 
invariant under M. Then there exists a nonsingular matrix C 2 such that (4.2) 
holds. Without loss of generality, we may assume that C2E = E. Let J be a 
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k x IMI  matrix such that J -~  (I i0). Then (4.1) also holds. Taking 
C ~ JC~, we see that condition (c) of the corollary of Theorem 4.1 is 
satisfied. It remains to show that condition (b) is also satisfied. By virtue of 
(4.1) and the fact that JE = E and C2E = E, 
JC2P~t(u, v) C~IJ*E = Z JC2pM( u, v) C~E 
veV veV 
=- Z JC~pM( u, v) E = JC~E = E. 
~EV 
---~ M. Hence there exists a QSS M' such that ] M']  = k and M' 1 
THEOREM 4.5. Let M be a 1-irreducible Q$S and 0 < k < n = [ M I" 
There exists a QSS M'  such that I M'I  = k and M'  _L~ M iff there exists a 
nonsingular n × n matrix Ce such that 
(a) the first k columns of Cz T is 
invariant under M, and 
(b) C1JC 2 is a k × n matrix of 
and matrix J of the form 
' 
o} 
a basis of a subspace of W ~ which is 
type i for some nonsingular matrix C 1 
O)  
0-" 
Proof. Follows from the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let M be a 1-irreducible SSM and 0 < k < n ~ I M I. 
There exists a SSM M' such that [ M'  [ = k and M'  -~ M iff there exists a 
nonsingular n × n matrix C 2 such that 
(a) the first k colunms of C2 r is a basis of a subspace of W" which is 
invariant under M, 
(b) C = c1 Jc  2 is a k × n matrix of type ifor some nonnegative matrix C 1 




(e) for every u~ U, v E V, there exists matrix C(u,v) such that 
CpM(U, v) C* + C(u, v) >/0 and C(u, v)C = O. 
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Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.3 and the proof of Theorem 4.4. 
Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 may be used, respectively, as basis of a synthesis 
procedure for the second covering problems of QSS and SSM. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let M be a 1-irreducible QSS and [ M I -~ n. There exists a 
QSS M'  such that ] M '  I = 1 and M'  _5~ M iff there exists a vector w ~ W n 
such that w T is a matrix of type i and w is an eigenvector of all 
matrices [pM(U, V)] r, U E U, v ~ V, corresponding to real eigenvalues. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.5. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let M be a 1-irreducible SSM and [ M 1 = n. There exists a 
SSM M'  such that ] M '  ] = 1 and M'  _L. M iff there exists a vector w ~ W n 
such that w T is a matrix of type i and w is an eigenvector of all matrices 
[pM(U, v)] r, U ~ U, v 6 V, corresponding to nonnegative eigenvalues. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.6. 
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